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Create data management 
plans for projects Funding agencies require archiving

Why:

Minimise chances of data loss

Enables later verifications

Essential for synthesis

Improves quality of science

Public funding for public goods

Easy access to high quality data

What 
we do Gives credibility to science

What do we do?

Archive data

Publish data

Data 
acquisition

Contribute in creation of
data products

Join data-
strategy
projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anna animasjon på lilla bokser før pilene dukker opp!!Gå igjennom definisjonspiler og sjå at det stemmer!!!
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What kind of data do we handle?

http://www.ocean.udel.edu/newscenter/newshiphi.jpg
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/aro/russian-american/photo-gallery/Sediment-Core-Photo-D-Stein.JPG
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/aro/russian-american/photo-gallery/Plankton-Nets-Photo-K-Iken.JPG


http://www.geo.brown.edu/georesearch/esh/QE/Research/PaleoClm/PaleoHyd/EchoCore.jpg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/archeosm/archeosom/imatges/archeosm/echan.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/archeosm/archeosom/img0004.htm&h=229&w=150&sz=16&tbnid=Nz6P6tnMD8Jt2M:&tbnh=103&tbnw=67&hl=no&start=1&prev=/images?q=dendrochronologie&svnum=10&hl=no&lr=&rls=GGLD,GGLD:2005-09,GGLD:en
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.epa.gov/ada/about/pics/gc_lc_ms.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.epa.gov/ada/about/gc_lc_ms.html&h=432&w=576&sz=43&tbnid=QSEIm75ge1WPjM:&tbnh=99&tbnw=132&hl=no&start=15&prev=/images?q=mass+spectrometer&svnum=10&hl=no&lr=&rls=GGLD,GGLD:2005-09,GGLD:en&sa=N


UiB’s MatNat and the Bjerknes Centre for Climate 
Research also generate model output

http://www.ecco.ucsd.edu/internal/atl/ecco_atl6_topo.gif


Observational data in the field of natural sciences

› Shows a snapshot of the environment at that time/space
› Sampling can be very expensive (average of over 100.000 € for 

one dataset for bio-, geosciences - including costs for 
expeditions, laboratories, etc)

› Data is very valueable for future scientific work and has to be 
archived and made available

› 99.9% of the data is open data but sensitive data common in 
other communities (e.g. medicine, social sciences)
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Why do we need data?

› Verification of research results
› Comparison of results
› Indication of trends
› Model input
› Remote sensing



Data in the scientific community 

› Scientific instruments and computer simulations create larger 
and larger amounts of data (several TB per dataset)

› Due to new measurement procedures (and better precision) 
are the data volumes are doubling every few years (Big Data)



Global increase in publications in empirical sciences



What are scientific data and how can they be structured?
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Metadata – describing your data
Principal investigator(s) (PI), Project(s)who

what

where

when

how

Data types, Parameter [unit]

Methods

Spatial coverage -> geographical positions

Temporal coverage ->

Title, Identifier (DOI)

Reference(s)

Quantities

Sampling event, Campaign, Location



What has to be done prior data archival?
› Get the data – challenge to get long-tail data
› Ensure completeness and consistency for data and metadata 

(reformatting, standardised vocabulary, units)
› Quality control and quality assurance
› Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soft and hard method
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Legal and societal framework



Formal obligations since 2000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services connect the technical infrastructure with the user 



Forskningsrådet: Åpen tilgang til forskningsdata (2014): 

Forskningsrådets policy for åpen tilgang til offentlig finansierte 
forskningsdata skal bidra til at forskningsdata er tilgjengelige for 
relevante brukere, på like betingelser, til lavest mulig kostnad. 
Retningslinjene i policyen gjelder alle data i prosjekter som er 
finansiert av Forskningsrådet – med noen unntak. 

Policyen er formulert som en rekke anbefalinger – ikke krav. 
Forskningsrådets virkemidler vil i framtida tilpasses 
prinsippene i policyen. Et mulig tiltak er å innføre krav om 
datahåndteringsplaner i prosjekter. 



› Need for archiving scientific data
› Research is held back by the absence of sustainable 

archives for data and structured data management
› Funding agencies, professional societies, and publishers 

each have unfulfilled roles in archive design and data 
management policies

But…

(Peng, 2011, Science)



Societal obligations – data sharing to secure the future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consistent effort is essential for the success



Juridical obligations since 2018:
Data management is mandatory for all EU and NFR 

projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services connect the technical infrastructure with the user 
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• Urgent need to improve the infrastructure supporting the re-use 
of scholarly data

• A diverse set of stakeholders designed and endorsed a concise 
and measureable set of principles – the FAIR Data Principles

• Guideline for those wishing to enhance the reusability of their data
• FAIR Principles put specific emphasis on enhancing the ability 

of machines to automatically find and use the data (in addition 
to supporting its reuse by individual)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Good data management’ is not a goal in itself, but rather is the key conduit leading to knowledge discovery and innovation, and to subsequent data and knowledge integration and reuse by the community after the data publication processUnfortunately, the existing digital ecosystem surrounding scholarly data publication prevents us from extracting maximum benefit from our research investmentsPartially in response to this, science funders, publishers and governmental agencies are beginning to require data management and stewardship plans for data generated in publicly funded experimentsBeyond proper collection, annotation, and archival, data stewardship includes the notion of ‘long-term care’ of valuable digital assets, with the goal that they should be discovered and re-used for downstream investigations, either alone, or in combination with newly generated dataThe outcomes from good data management and stewardship, therefore, are high quality digital publications that facilitate and simplify this ongoing process of discovery, evaluation, and reuse in downstream studies What constitutes ‘good data management’ is, however, largely undefined, and is generally left as a decision for the data or repository owner. Therefore, bringing some clarity around the goals and desiderata of good data management and stewardship, and defining simple guideposts to inform those who publish and/or preserve scholarly data, would be of great utility.



The FAIR Guiding Principles
To be Findable:
› F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and 

persistent identifier
› F2. data are described with rich metadata (defined 

by R1 below)
› F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include the 

identifier of the data it describes
› F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a 

searchable resource
To be Accessible:
› A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier 

using a standardized communications protocol
› A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally 

implementable
› A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentication and 

authorization procedure, where necessary
› A2. metadata are accessible, even when the data 

are no longer available
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To be Interoperable:
› I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 

broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation.

› I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR 
principles

› I3. (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data

To be Reusable:
› R1. meta(data) are richly described with a plurality of 

accurate and relevant attributes
› R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear and 

accessible data usage license
› R1.2. (meta)data are associated with detailed 

provenance
› R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant community 

standards



FAIR Guiding Principles 

• have rapidly been adopted by publishers, funders, and pan-
disciplinary infrastructure programmes and societies 

• present guidelines for the publication of digital resources
• are aspirational, in that they do not strictly define how to 

achieve a state of “FAIRness”
• describe a continuum of features, attributes, and behaviors that 

will move a digital resource closer to that goal
• this led to a wide range of interpretations of FAIRness
• a number of incompatible methodologies to assess FAIRness 

have been developed already

Source: Wilkinson, M. D. et al. A design framework and exemplar metrics for 
FAIRness. Sci. Data 5:180118 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2018.118 (2018). 24



Our obligation:
Managing our research data according to FAIR principle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two 'stages' in the data lifecycle, for observational data: (a) Initial collection, processing, and quality control, and (b) data usage after publication.



(Ferguson et al., 2014, Nature)

Challenge of handling scientific data: 

operational

Pareto Principle 80/20 rule

Long-tail data
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Publication level

Needed level for nearly
all data from MatNat



Our obligation:
Managing our research data according to FAIR principle

Estimated cost: 5% of the received funding (eligible cost)!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pluss 16 faste jobber ved Norsk Marin Datasenter /IMR!



DIKW 

Key: Systematic approach for the 
aggregation and integration of data
Driving force for making data available! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are the funding agencies, the publisher pushing towardsSharing of results, open data, integration of the data – in answer the UN SDG, theMain challenges our society is facing, for all of the 17 goals rely Upon a systematic approach, a systematic framework is needed forthe aggregation and integration of data in order to get from data to knowledge Integration and aggregation can just be done by the systematic effort to publish dataThis the main reason and the driving force of all of our effortsBottom up approach!where the basis are our data
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Confusion

31
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All rely on:
• scientists does work themselves
• you need a layer in between the scientists and the archive
• you pay for extra services



DMP - aftermath

› The legal institution is responsible to ensure that the DMP is followed up and that data 
is:

› FAIR
› Long-term archived

Depending on the field this can take a few days to many months and it is a direct 
collaboration with the scientists involved and professional data managers

33
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FAIRness in practise



The FAIR Guiding Principles
To be Findable:
› F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and 

persistent identifier
› F2. data are described with rich metadata (defined 

by R1 below)
› F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include the 

identifier of the data it describes
› F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a 

searchable resource
To be Accessible:
› A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier 

using a standardized communications protocol
› A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally 

implementable
› A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentication and 

authorization procedure, where necessary
› A2. metadata are accessible, even when the data 

are no longer available
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To be Interoperable:
› I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 

broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation.

› I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR 
principles

› I3. (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data

To be Reusable:
› R1. meta(data) are richly described with a plurality of 

accurate and relevant attributes
› R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear and 

accessible data usage license
› R1.2. (meta)data are associated with detailed 

provenance
› R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant community 

standards

FAIRness in practise:
How to achieve it?

• Solely funding either the scientists or long-term 
repositories infrastructure part will not make data FAIR

• Close communication with the scientists to understand 
their needs (and fears) and establishing domain specific 
metrics that can be implemented

• Scientists need an infrastructure that supports them and 
takes care of the technical details

• Need for professional (scientific) data managers working in 
close collaboration with the scientific community and long-
term repositories



The FAIR Guiding Principles - responsibilities
To be Findable:
› F1. (meta)data are assigned a globally unique and 

persistent identifier
› F2. data are described with rich metadata (defined 

by R1 below)
› F3. metadata clearly and explicitly include the 

identifier of the data it describes
› F4. (meta)data are registered or indexed in a 

searchable resource
To be Accessible:
› A1. (meta)data are retrievable by their identifier 

using a standardized communications protocol
› A1.1 the protocol is open, free, and universally 

implementable
› A1.2 the protocol allows for an authentication and 

authorization procedure, where necessary
› A2. metadata are accessible, even when the data 

are no longer available
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To be Interoperable:
› I1. (meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and 

broadly applicable language for knowledge 
representation.

› I2. (meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR 
principles

› I3. (meta)data include qualified references to other 
(meta)data

To be Reusable:
› R1. meta(data) are richly described with a plurality of 

accurate and relevant attributes
› R1.1. (meta)data are released with a clear and 

accessible data usage license
› R1.2. (meta)data are associated with detailed 

provenance
› R1.3. (meta)data meet domain-relevant community 

standards

Red: scientific community
Blue: long-term archive 

We have to ensure that science is not detached 
from technology and that scientists trust the 
services possible through FAIRness!



What do scientists need?

› Easy access to competence (infrastructure) that can handle data and extract data for 
external and internal funded projects (challenge to set up generic services)

› Professional workflow
› Services has to be there on a permanent basis and should be affordable
› Data managers should know about the science in order to understand the needs and 

challenges
› Short-term and long-term needs  (MatNat report gives a comprehensive overview)
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Archiving and publishing
data in Pangaea

Example data flow: Long-tail data



Facts & figures
• Open Access data library and publisher
• For georeferenced observational data
• Open to any scientist or project to archive and publish data
• Data holdings:

o 384 048 datasets
o 14 759 085 540 measurements
o Supports 314 projects

• Developed since 1987
• Hosted by:

o Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI)
o Center for Marine Environmental Sciences (MARUM)

• Operated by 27 people (some from BCDC)
o Data editors/curators
o Project managers
o IT specialists



PI

Ticket system

2. Import data and 
metadata using 4D

1. Prepare data and 
metadata for 
archiving:
• Identify metadata
• Reformat data
• Communication

with scientist

Curator

3. Proof data and metadata
• Curator check online
• Send link to PI for proof

4. DOI registration

Submit Curate

Publish

Pangaea – Data archive

Harvest



NIRD (NorStore) Research Data Archive
https://archive.norstore.no

Example data flow: Long-tail data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Norstore/NIRD clarification

https://archive.norstore.no


- Service for the long-term storage of Norwegian publicly funded
academic research data.

- Aims to be a repository of published research data.
- Accepts any type of research data that fulfills the previous 

conditions.

- Supported and funded by the NorStore consortium (RCN, UiT, 
NTNU, UiB, UiO).

- Managed by UNINETT Sigma 2. They also manage HPC 
facilities.

- In 2016, 49% of the storage quota was allocated to UiB.

NIRD (NorStore) Research Data 
Archive

https://archive.norstore.no

https://archive.norstore.no


Data 
manager
(BCDC)

NIRD



Depositing data in NIRD Archive.
1.- Accept terms and conditions



2.- Provide primary metadata.

- Status and description of publication



2.- Provide primary metadata.

- Title - Domain, field, subfield
- Access rights

- License - Data Manager & Rights 
holder



3.- Upload dataset

- Local upload (small files, no directories)
- Project area upload (no size limit, via script)



4.- Provide secondary and optional metadata

- Description -
Category and State

- Related publication(s) - Date of 
creation

- Short name -
Contributors (Person & Institution)

- Project -
Geographical and Time coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though called secondary, they are query/discovery/basic metadata





FAIRness?
Just if you make the files and information FAIR.



Summary:
Different communities, different needs, different data, different 
choices:
-Academic vs operational
-Observations vs models
-PI’s wishes vs official policies
-Data formats, vocabularies, best practices (still under 
development in many fields)
-Proper documentation (METADATA): what, given by/request to 
the PI vs «CSI Data Management».

Some things we do
-Create, update AND FOLLOW UP Data Management Plans
-Curate, archive AND FOLLOW UP data publications (e.g. update 
paper publication reference)
-Keep updated and participate in development of standards
-Historical data rescue



FAIR: Integration and Interoperability, what is it?
Interoperability – definition1

The ability of data or tools from non-cooperating resources to 
integrate or work together with minimal effort.

1 Wilkinson, M. D. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for 
scientific data management and stewardship. Sci. Data 
3:160018 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18 (2016).
FAIR = Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable

›Example – Finn.no: “Find me a cheap flight”
› Poll many systems in real time 
› Using known protocols, i.e. access mechanism
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Integrating Data and Information Across Observing 
Systems 

Data availability via interoperable services e.g. OPeNDAP
allowing interoperable access to data from various observing networks
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‘The value of data lies in their use.’
Bits of Power, Issues on Global Access to Scientific Data, US National Research 

Council 1997

Thank you!
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